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Since th is pceerconsiders-the p ractical use of learning objectives

and adjunct questions, a number of these have been inserted in the paper

to iZZUstrate some pf the points beinj made. The reader should consider'

these adjunct aids as he reads the paper.

Proge learning is receiving an increasing degree of attention in

the instructional research literature ind.that trend is' likely to be a

continuing one. There are essentially two reasons for this: the current

interest in,cognitive explanations. df psychological phenomena carries

with it the need for a more refined-approach to experimentation, as
a

. can be obtained with prose marfipulati.ons; :and, more specifiCally, prose

itself is becoming more and more amenable to precise specification by

ettempfs to describe'its content structure. Both of these points will

be taken up later in this paper, after I first delineate the problem

we will be dealing with and introduce a few qualifications on the scope

and the nature of the review proposed.

Prose is a medium which carries an intended message of instruction

and as such, it can be more or less effectual. The medium itself can

either make or break learning, so'fb speak, although in practice Whatgi4e

a re concerned_with-l-s-the-degree-to- whi-ch---1-eaTntrigCa-hb-e-faCTIVtated by

this medium. We are reminded here of the very valuable dist i-hction

between nominal stimuli and effective stimuli which was introduced in

educational psychology by Rothkopf (1970). This distinction, I believe,

has been of immense help to instructional researchers in thinking about

00, iwhat goes on when a le4rner s reading a prose passage. It brings out

,Pari-abte-stargs-oft-i-s being read at any one moment. Put bluntly,

even if at a certain risk, it says quite simply that the more you pay



attention to what you are reading, the better you will learn ii:

other words, the message within prose must be processed if it is to be

retained and the degree of such-pinocessing will affect learning. Or is

it the kind of processing rather than the degree of processing which

affects. learning? That shall be the main issue which will be explored

in this review-papefr.

What I will be concerned with is an-examination of the mathemagenic

research literature with a view to clarifying the above question. What

is offered here is not another review of the mathemagenic literature in

any comprehensive manner, but rather an analytical consideration_ of_ this

literature from a particular viewpoint. A number of reviews are already

available in this area'(including Rothkopf, 1970, 1976; Frase, 1970, 1975A;

Duchastel 6 Merrill, 1973; Ladas, 1973; Bull, 1973; Barry, 1974; Anderson

& Biddle, 1975; Hartley & Davis, 1976; Faw 6 Waller, 1976; Nelsson, 1977; .

DaytOn; 1977; Wittrock, 1977; Rickards, 1977, 1978; Rickards & Denner, 1978;

Melton, 1978). These reviews cover a wide range of interpretive. approache

some more theoretical, others very practical in nature (conclusion-oriented--

versus decision-'oriented formulations of educational research - Cronbach

and Suppes, 1969) and.this in itself raises the interesting issue con-

a

cerning the legitimate generalization of basic experimental findings to

practical educational settings. Something shall be said further on about

this problem; for it is.much more of a.problem,
I believe, than is often

' thought to be the case.

Who wrote the first ever review paper on mathemagenics? In what year?

The questions then which will be addressed in this paper are the

following:
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1/. Which-explanatory concepts are best at describing the processes

which are operative in mathemagenic situations: degree. of pro-
.

cessing, selective learning, rehearsal and integration, . . .?

2/ What prattical advice can be given about the. appropriate use
. .

of adjunct aids in prose learning.situations?
s I

As the title of this review indicates, selectLve)earning plays a major
s .

role, although not an exhaustive one, in answering these two questions.

,

Two qualifications need to be made before-embarking on these_issues

The first,toncerns the scope of mathemagenics as used here. As intended

by Rothkopf, the term mathemagenics covers all adjunct aids (and more

still! - cf. Rothkopf, 1970). Past reviews have at times only been con-

cerned with inserted questions, or with instructional objectives; at

other times, they have algo considered advance organizers (certainly an

adjunct aid!), typographical cueing, note7taking, etc. The usage of the

term is a rather free one, given the breadth of its initial conception,

and this i;ay.nOt be a bad state of affair's fOr the advancement of research.

However, from a theoretical point of view it can be misleading. In this

review, I shall deal only with inserted questions and learning objectives

and not-`with -other adju-nct aids. The reason for,focus is mainly a practical

one.

The second point which.,needs to be mentioned is that this review differs
e,

from many not only by not attempting to be comprehensive, but also by its
, .

freer use of conjecture in exploring theoretical viewpoints. What is

referred to here is the adoption of a speculative style in examining

a

the literature, a style which may irt1tially annoy some readers, but which

on the whole, and especially if taken in the spirit of hypothesis formula--.

tion, could prove to be extremely useful In interpreting the claims of

maihemagenics.

G.
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The field is still a relatively confused one, with researchers being

somewhat too, cautious at times in interpretinge,their obserVed effects, ,

while at other times beingtoo expansive in generalizing.them.toapplied.

contexts. A good deal of this confusion is due i believe to the parti-

cular experimental context which frames much of mathemagenic.research,

as we shalLsee later, and the present review is,an attempt, following

on those of others, 'to come out from the mass of detailed findings with

some kind of general framework Olhich takes this particular context into

account.

a

PROCESSING IN MATHEMAGENIC RESEARCH

. -A Cognitive Orientation

You should consider especially what is emphasized by each of the two

research orientations discussed in this section.

Mathemagenic research is best considered as a psychological rather

than an educational line of research. This may sound surprising_at_fast,
for two reasons: '(i) the research isoften couched in educational terms

and is to a large extent reported in educationally oriented journals such

as the RER and the Journal of Educational Psychology; and (ii) education

^ and psychology in any case overlap to such an extent that attempting to

I IS

separate them may appear quite artificial. Despite these drawbacks, there

is a stronger advantagesLfer.3,in_ast-i-ruw-i-s-hi-rvgbetweerrtties-etWOTiTiEi--

of research in examining the mathemagenic research.(cf. also Cronbach and

Suppes, 1969; and Frase, 1973) Essentially, an educational orientation

seeks to inform practice and emphasizes external, validity or generalizabil-

' ity of findings. This, as we.shall see later on, the mathemagenic research111.

e"

4
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-does not generally do. On the othet hando a psychological orientation-
.

is aimed at making sense of given learning situations and; to do this,

10

I'

.4.it must emphasize especially internal validity or experimental-cont-

The questions of interest in this line of research are expianal-dry ones:

what is of concern is'not so much that inserted questions enhance learning

-but, more importantly, why and how they do so;,in other words, what

processes are occurring when a learner encounters inserted questions

while reading a prase passage.

a

Mathemagenic research has for the most part atlempted to embrace

both orientations at least tacitly. Its most interesting aspect, however,

is certainly its psy;:hological orientation. Itslconcern for a finer
_ A

analYsis of the learning of prose (for instance the early distinction

between nominal and effective stimuli referred to above) has made it some

what of a leader within educational psychology as a whole In this respect.

The curreht cognitive orientation in psychology is now bringing these con-.

. cerns even more to the fore (cf. Erase, 1975a and Anderson 6 Biddle, 1975)

and this makes it more and more relevant' to consider theNarea in a psycho-

logical rather than an educational frameworkThe_recent extensive review

by Rickards'and Denner (1978), for instance, includes a historical develop-

ment of mathemagenic research and points out the recent swing towards an e

essentially processcentered cognitive orientation.

Basic Findings

Inasmuch ,as it is possible to generalize from the literature as a

whole (cf. the reviews listed in the introduction), it is interesting as

a first step to ask what the effects of inserted questions and objectives

are on learning. Put very summarily, these are as follows:

2



'(1) inserted post-,questions tend to. increase relevant learning

(the term refers to learning directly related to the inserted

questions). and additionally, to increase incidental learning

as well (learn'ing not directly related to the inserted questions);

q(ii) inserted.pre-questions tend to increase relevant learning and

depress incidental learning;

i) learning objectives have the same.effects 'as 'pre-questions.

The description of these effects in terms of relevant and incidental learning

is intentional, despite the fact that it may. already show an interpretational

bias toward the concept Of selective learning.

Quite naturally, the research evidence from which the above conclu-
.

si.ons are derived is not wholly consistent, nor is it fully supportive of

them. Forpinstance, a number of studies have failed to show any facilita-

tive.role for objectives and a few of them have even found objectives to

increase incidehtal learning (cf. Melton, 1978). Likewise, pre-questions

have not always depressed, incidental learning. This is not altogether

'surprising considering that mathemagenic factors probably vary according

to context (motivation, students, type of passage, etc.) and, as we shall

see later on, they are most likely determined in part by the experimental

constraints imposed on the learning task. Thus., despite the fact that the

evidence is not clear-cut, I believe that most researchers would agree with

the three summary conclusions stated above, inasmuch as they represent

general statements concerning mathemagenics..

The conflicting evidence, however, does suggest.an important considera-

tion, namely_that mathemagenic factors are st ongly context/task specific.
,

This is the crux of the matter and leads directly to an examination of the

processes underlying learning in mathemagenic 4ituations.
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Degree of Processing

.With which recent view of memory.doef the degree of processing inter-

pretation tie in with?

. The fact that mathemagenic factors generally increase the overall

-level of learning could be simply interpreted in terms of increased

processing. Indeed, this essentially constituted the early explanation

IAA forward-for the effects observed (RiAhkopf, 2.970). Inserted questions,

in this view,, engendered mathemagenic activities 1n the learner, i.e.,

engendered increased processing whereBy more bf the stimuli in a passage

which were initially merely nbminal stimuli' were transformed into effective

stimuli. This is a rough view off the phenomenon and still holds much in

terms of explanatory power at a general level of ,representation of the'

phenomenon. It also
0-
ties in coherent ly with related views of learning.

For one, the well:established maxim proclaiming, the value of active learning

can be seen as aprecursor here. For another, it fits in closely with

a recent view of mehory phenomena proposed by Craik and Lockhart- (1972),

a view directly based on depth of,processing. And for yet another, it

fits nicely intb a view of reading behaviors as involving varying degrees

of active processing of the text: from a quick skiaL one extreme, to

Neisser's (1967) 'description of reeding as "externally guided thinking"

at the other.

Deer e I BO les- --fi n parcimnninus a concept_to

offer anything but.a rough sketch, although a generally acceptable one, of

what is actual-1y occurring in mathemagenic situation§. Inserted questions

'(both pre-and post-questions) and objectives'do increase processing of a

9
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text, but they do so in paitiafar ways. In other words, they engender
.

diffecent kinds ofiocreased processing.
,

With which three views of learning did the degree of procekssing interpri-

tation be said to tie, in with?
.

Types of Processing'

That various mathemagenic factors differentially affect the. type of

processing-WhiCh the learner engages in is demonstrated most clearly by

the fact that learning outcomes will vary according to the mathemagenic

situations which frathe the learning'context. Both subjects with and

without learning objectives for instance may learn the same amount of

'tinaterial from a text, and yet learn different thingslfrom the text. This

is shown in a number of studies, an example of which is a study by Ducha4stel

and Brown (1974). That the two groups of subjects leariled different things

from the text clearly implies that they were attending differently to

.0e text, i.e., that they processed the text in at least slightly different

ways.

The question of interest then is how these different processimg

strategies engendered by mathemagenics can be described in such a way as

to offer a meaningful explanation of the Observed phenomena? The two most

promising explanations which have been suggested (cf. Frase, 1975a; Andersen

& Biddle, 1975; Rothkopf, 1976) are selective attention, and mental review.

This is not to say that other processing activities maylnot also be opera-

tive in mathemagenic situations (processes such as repetition, orgahization,'

or arousal for instance) but rather that these latter processes are probably

of lesser importance in explaining the mathemagenic of acts than are selection

10
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I % :"and review. Rickards' stimulating /analysis df:processes in post- 4.

Nuestion'reseirch can also be understood *n terms of these two pro-.

cesses'CRickards, 1969)

It becomes necessary at this point to deal separately with pre-
.

questions and objectives on the one nand and pbst-questions on the other,

for the processes they are believed, to engender are rather different from

-each other. The general findings from the research on pre-questions and
4 .

4
objectives seem best explained in termssof a selective attention hypothesis.

In other words, what pre-questions and objectives do is to orient the t,

learner to certain parts or aspects of the text just as straightforward
-k.

e40* .... ..-.. . .

directions would do in simpler situations.' Tell your students to concen-
,

trate on Chapter 4 of the textbook'for the examination and you can be

pretty sure that most of them will learn that chapter better than the
I

other Chapters! Selective learning is no more than intelligent behavior

on the part of the student, who has to decide from moment to moment just

u what is especially important to learn and what is .less so., Learning ob-

jectives help him do just that and it is likely that pre - questions do so
.

awel14-- They-both constitute attentional devices which more or less overtly

flag the importance'of the material as it i,s read. In Rothkopf's terms,

they change the status of given items from being nominal to effective stimuli.

This is effected by greater processing of the items flagged as important

and by a lesser degree of processing for the non-flagged items. However,

10 degree to which the process of selectivity in learning actually affects

what is learned, for it is not an matter, is an important con-

sideration and shall be elaborated upon further later on.

It is appropriate first to turn to the. general findings from the

/.
'research on post-quesItIons and consider the mental review explanation. MentalA.'

1



reviewbr rehearsal'is in a sense no mcre than a greater processing of'
4!

;he text elements, albeit a delayed processing acting on recent memory

of the text-stimuli rather than on the printed stimuli themselves (cf: .

Anderson and Biddle, 1975, who develop this theme very cogently), lideed,
%a*

most of..-the research" post-question's involves learning situations

In which tht learners' are prevented from backtracking to the relevant
.

parts of the text., This is understandable on-methodological §rounds, for
0r

otherwise postIqueWons could additionally become pre-backtrack questions

as well. The evidence fro? the post-question research, in terms of

enhanced relevant learning, suggests that mental review processes are

in4eed.operative in this mathemagenic situation. Whether this retro-

spective processing is biSt described in terms of simple retrieval and

rehearsal, orwithin a Cybernetic model of self-assesstherk, or In terms

.
of cognitive integration is yet a deeper issue, which will require further

..

..
,

. .-

. theoretical elaboration and empirical testing in the future' (cf. Anderson

and Biddle, 1975 for a starf in this line of research)`: The important

poilt for now is to simply be able to.desCribe the phenomenon in terms of

a mental review process. This could go somewhat as follc4s: upon en-

countering p.question, a student interrupts his reading of the text to

try.to answer the. questi on posed; this is presumed to involve ao_active

response (although'a covet one) on the part of the studeneand constitutes

as such further processing of the element constituting" the response, .

mental review.

That, however, is bat one side of the post-question research. Mattle-
.

magenic researchers have been primarily concerned with the effectsof post-
- t

questions o n incidentarlearning. Why sould post-questions eAancp

incidental learning? An indirect mental_ review hypothesis is potsible, whereby

a
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incidental material is reviewed somewhat in the background during the

mental search for the relevant material. This indirect review hypothesis

has been supported by a few studie's although the effect is very small -

(c. Rickards' review of what he has called the general backward effect,

remains, somewhat surprising nevertheless, considering the type

of Material usually employed, i.e., factbal information with relatively

low interconnectedness. To what extent this indirect review process is

an important one or not is, therefore, a matter of some concern. However,

its role should grow with more connected discourse,! as suggested in a

study by Rickards & DiVesta 1'974).

Amore applicable hypothesis may be quite ;simply the degree ofpro-.

cessing-one. The expectation of an inserted post-question on a section

of the test,'coupled with uncertainty as to precisely which element in -4

that section will be tested, May well induce in the spbject a general-

.
..zed and more active processing of.all the elements in the section as it

isbeing read. This is in essence the classic interpretation intially

adVanded by Rothkopf (1970). One implication of this view would be that

the 'number of questions encountered in the text, as long as uncertainty
0

is maintainedNshould correlate with the amount of incidental learning.

'Another as,ect_gf:this_ipterpretation is-that-any i-nddced-extra-processing

would necessarily addir nal to that already induced by the expectation

of a terminal post-test, As far as I know, both of these implications

remain to be examined: -

Oeneralized,more thorough processing, however, Mould result only

when uncertainty as, to the nature of the coming post-questions is, maintained.

if this uncertainty is dispelled, for instance by the recurrence of,a given

type,of question, then incidental learning will decline. This is -precisely

V



what Rothkopf & Bisbieot (1967) found when the post-questions they

presented. to their subjects all required given types of information

as answers (such as technical terms) rather,thaq more common and hence

more varied answers. This same type of finding has been replicated by

other researchers (cf. the reviews by Anderson & Biddle, 1975 and by

Rickards, 1978; also Howe & Colley, 1976).

1/4

What are the extended implications of the Rothkopf and Bisbicos study?

Conclusions

Consideration of these stun s in this light does suggest, therefore,

thatthemagenic factors in pfoSe prOcessing are indeed strongly context-.J

framed, as'impp-ed earlier: What effects mathemagenic aids will have on

learning will depend to i great extent.on how the situation cues the
=

learner as to which processing stretegy to adopt* This surely is far from

unexpected, yet rethivelly little attention seems, to be given to it in
/

interpretations of the research-literture.,

What thenHmay' we conclude with respect to,the issue about degree

versus kind of processing? The research as a whale would seem to favor

a compound-interpretation, one which inclpdes'both-views and yet which

qualifies the extent to which each may play a central role in a given

context.

With post-questions, generalized increased processing does seem to

occur when uncertainty as to type'of item is maintainea' This greater

degree of processing applies to both incidental and relevant learning

and explains the superior9ity of post-question situations over text-alone

situations. As for the enhanced learning of relevant over incidental

material, this'would simply seem to be a factor of selective practice,

or selective mental review.



With pre-questions on the other hand, as well as with learning

objectives, degree Of processing would.seem to lose out to selective

processing of the relevant material. This is not to say that what is

selected is not processed more thoroughly than it would be otherwise -

for thR is indeed the case, as evidenced by improved relevant learning.

Rather what is meant here is that the text as a whole is not processed

at a greater depth - some of it is and some of it is processed at a lesser

depth. A selective learning process is taking place. This also results

When post-questions are employed in a context which impairs uncertainty,

as happens when the regularity of a type of question becomes apparent

to the learner, or when the learner is allowed to backtrack and review

tbg material, as we shall see.in the following section.

Thus, as used in the trediflonal experimental paradigm, post'questions

would seem to support a dual explanation consisting of increased proces-

sing and-selective learning, while pre-questions and objectives favor

mainly a selective learning-explanat-i-on-.---41.wil4 be argued in the next. _

section, however, that the increased processing component in the explana-,
. ,

tion of post-question effects might simply be due in some part (of unknown

importance) to the constraints of the traditional paradigm.

n whiCh mathemagenic situations does selective learning play an important

role?

de

Before that, however, it would be appropriate to conclude this section

on theoretical explanations by briefly tying in the current disc.Jssion to

Rickards'.(1978) analysis of processes and by a final comment on depth of

processing.



Rickards has outlined two types of processing engendered by the use

of post-questions, a forward one (related to text sections to come) and a

backward one (related to text sections just read). In addition, each of

these processes can be specific in scope (what I have been calling relevant

'teaming) or- general in scope (incidental learning). The concept of
ti

selective learning as developed in the present discussion would properly

cover both forms of Rickards' specific processes while increased processing

would relate to his general processes. The two systems of explanation are

simply two ways of summarizing the mathemagenic literature, with perhaps

a greater emphasis on the relative importance of each type of process in

the current discussion.

In what year was the Craik & Lockhart paper published?

As for the concept of the degree of processing, the term is still rela-

tively unclear and 'subject to confusiontwith depth of processing (Craik &

Lockhart; 1972):' What dries it mean to more thoroughly process a section of

text? hoes it mean that the text is processed longer, or more actively, or,

more meaningfully (whatever these abstract terms may themselves mean). The

terrOdepth of processing' has come to represent in verbal learning research

an increase in semailltiO processing, as opposed to less involved forms of

processing such as phonological processing (Craik & Tulving, 1975). Semantic
A

processing itself, however, overlaps somewhat with the terms listed above

as potential qualifiers of 'degree of processing'. Thu's, depth of processing .

would also seem to present a certain fuzziness in its character.
I prefer

to think of degree of processing, therefore, as simply reflecting more'

thorough processing, this being of a semantic nature ikf we are dealing with

elaborated ideas or simply of a rehearsal nature if we are dealing with facts.

This,, however, constitutes an altogether differeht_level of analysis and it

1,6
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is not the appropriate place here to further disambiguate these terms

(cf. Anderson, 1970, for a good start in this direction). I want merely

to point to an area which is bound to prove of some concern- Ln the future,

and to indicate a reliance for the time being on our intuitive understanding

,of the term 'degree of processing'.

. When were the following two papers published:.Craik & Lockhart and Craik &

TulvingT"

It is not difficult to see that degree of processing and type of

processing are in reality closely intertwined. Type of processing, as

used here, refers to what is being processed and when, as well as to how
N.

.

it is processed (from memory, as in mental revic.,, or during reading, as

in selective learning). Ohce type of processing is engaged, 'degree of

processing then follows. Thus, itAs only in order to interpret these

processes-and to offer a framework for understanding them that the issue

can be put in terms of..degree versus typeof processing.

IMPROVING PROSE' LEARNING'

It was stated at the begilinind of the previous, section that mathemagenic

research is best considered as a psychological line of research, at least in

interpretIng the -ljterature. Friterest-fm-the-area-i-s-less concerned with--

the issue as to what can occur as-it is with the question as to why it occurs.

Yet despite this favored view of the area, tte utilization of adjunct

aids of alOkinds to engender mathemagenic activities in practical prose

learning situations remains of.high concern to educators., Research, however,

can often only guide practice in an indirect way', albeit in powerful one,

by shaping given patternsof thOught with respect to active decision-making

'17



(Kuhn, 1962; Cronback & Suppes, 1969). This is what seems-to be happening

with the mathemagenic research as a whole. It is influencing'practice,----____

especialli, in the areas concerned with the use of instructional objectives

and post-questions, and this despite,the general non-educational orienta-

tion of the research. It is therefore an issue worth pursuing.

Mathemagenics in Natural Settings

Mdst of the studies on instructional objectives were conducted in

fairly naturalistic settings. By this is meant especially that the

learning materials used and the task constraints involved in the studies

approximated to a fair degree some real school learning situations. This,

of course, is dot true of all studies, but on the whole, one finks the

bulk of the studies of direct generalizable value.

A different and more complex picture, however, arises -in the area of

inserted questions. Here, numerous studies have intentionally utilized

artificialized situations in order to control the use madd,of and

,7the very nature.of the questions. More specifically, post-questions have

usually been i .;included oin anexperimental paradigm which insisted on the

learner processing the lext sequentially, that is WIthout.the opportunity

for review (aneast, not after having encountered We inserted questlips).

As mentioned earlier, this was a necessary investigatory tactic to pre-

_setve the_very_funCtIon of the post-questions--- otherwise these may very

well have been-used as pre-questions or, inthe least, they may have

, played a much more mitigated role. This functional assumption, however,

has often been underplayed the literature, with the:result that general-
,zy

izability of these research findings to more naturalistic' settings is often

too readily assumed.



It is instructive to-examine the few studies which most closely

,parallel a contraint-free setting in this respect (Washburne, 1929;

'Gustafson 6 Toole, 1970; Hiller, 1974). These researchers allowed

their subjects to adopt a free reading strategy by enabling review of

the material after encountering inserted po'st-questions. In all three

studies-i-post-questions generally failed to enhance incidental learning,

as they usually dd-with the traditional but less naturalistic paradigm,

and in some conditions of the Wa-shburne and Hiller studies, incidental

learning was even depressed. Post - questions iiim-he e then to have shaped

a selective learning strate gy rather than (or perhaps in addiiIiin-to)_a

generalized greater processing one. It is in this sense that the mental

review-explanation for post-questions may ..e something of a procedure'

artifact and,hence play but a small part in the total picture. This

issue is examined in some detail in Duchastel (1979a).

Was rt Hiller or Gustafson & Toole who published before the other?

Mathemagenics and Knowledge Structures

A further issue of concern for the pragmatics of mathemagenics is

the problem of levels of knowledge

A surprising proportion of the.studies on mathemagenics_have_dealtr.-

with the rearming of factual knowledge as opposed 'to higher order, levels

of knowledge. This proclivity for utilizing factual learning material in

experimental studies is understandable, given the desirability'to reduce

unaccountable variance in research. However', it does make the jump from

research to application an even more difficult one than may often be

thought the case.

O



Scine studies, reviewed in detail by Rickards (1977), have directly

investigated differential effects of levels of learning by employing a

categorization such as Bloom's (1956). The overall picture emerging from

these studies, however, is a complex and ambiguous one, with seemingly

little total consenses.

%
Another, more recent, approach to knowledge is the cognitive structure

approach (Hayes-Roth, 1977; Norman, 1976) which de-emphasizes the cumula-

tive aspect of learning and focuses on structural characteristics of the

internal representation of knowledge.

This shift, I believe, will-eventually prove to be a profound one for

learning psychology, for it is bound to have an impact not only on what is

o

measured as learning bufalso on the methodology with which we approach the

problems of meaningful and coherent learning. Bartlett's Remembering (1932)

--------------Y'bma revisited in more than one way in this respect.

This shi our view.of learning is likely to have some impact on

our consideration of math-eROg ics, both theoretically and in practice.. We

are still a long way off from that day, however-f-and in the meantime,
I

expect we shall quite properly see a surge of interest in the S-t-Facture_of

text,, although within the familiar cumulative learning paradigm rather than

the cognitive structure one. The explicit description of the structure of
o

a text is an important_aim in our search for understanding in prose learning

and a number of pionners have cleared the ground in this area (Crothers,

1972; Fredericksen, 1972; Meyer, 1975; also Frase, 1975b). This has enabled

a more precise characterization of the textual materials employed in

mathemagenic studies (e.g., Du.chastel, 1979b).

Knowledge. structures are difficult to analyze and school learning is

more complex than we researchers generally like to imagine it to be (cf.

Anderson, et. al, 1977, for an initial analysis of this issue). Learning
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topractical school learning.- What remains in store for us within a

different level of analysis of knowledge Structures will most likely be

can be described differently depending on the level of analysis adopted

in a given investigation: the level of macro-cognitive structures or that

of micro-elements of knowledge are two rather different levels of des-

cription, each as valid as the other, of course, within its particular_

framework. Ausubel' (1963) has long recognized this view, and current

trends in instructional research (cf. Anderson et. al, 1977) are seen

as developing a theoretical outlook not unrelated to this framework.

Mathemagenic research has up till now provided us with some indi-

cations 'for action within the elemental level -of analysis when it comes

an exciting venture. The outcome of such a process of broadening our

concerns within the area of learning will certainly Add a new dimension
O

to the role which mathemagenics can play in real instructional settings.

Conclusions )10

If, as has been argued in this paper, selective learning can play a

major explanatry role, not only theoretically but also 4n the practice of

improvirig prose learning through mathemagenics, where do we stand in the

realm of action? How do we use mathemagenics to improve learning? Strong

value judgments necessarily enter the picture at this point. If one

believes, as I do, that most academic learning materials can be considered

to contain some incidental material of rather secondary importance, especially

at higher educational level, then selective learning should be encouraged.

For, in naturalistic settings, it is at the expense of incidental learning

that relevant by definition, important) learning will be enhanced.

The mathematics of trade -off are not so simple, however, for in addition

to encouraging selective arning, mathemagenic factors most likely also .
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have some effect along the l i nes generally-increasing the level of

processing of the text as a whole. The effects are not after alloutually

exclusive,/except in extreme cases. What has been argued here is not that

selective learhingis the only process geperated by mathemagenics in natural

settings, but rather, that is is the most ipportantof the processes.

Mathemagenic factors are also known to interact with the learner's

own selection strategies, as is evidenced by Duell's valuable study on this

issue (1974). Students to extent engege in 'learning quite

on their own; hat mathemagenics can do, as objectives did in Duell'.s study,

'is to point out additional aspects of the text for selective and more thorough

processing, beyond those already opted for by the student. What mathemagenics

do then is to.sharpen the student's perception of the task by providing him

or her with the text author's own perception 'of importance of the text ele-,

\ments.

SUMMING UP,

The intent-of this paper was to place a new perspective on mathemagenic

research as well as on practical considerations derived from the research.

-The interpretation resulting from this analysis is one which emphasizes.'

selective learning both As a main explanatory factor in the research litera-

ture (along with mental review) and as a basis for the pragmatic side of

. mathemagenics in real school settings, There is also the strong possibility
O

that the mental review factor is mainly a context-bound phenomenon, although

one Would intuitively believe it to exist to some degree in naturalistic

settings as well.
4

The paradigmatic peculiarity of much of mathemagenic research on post-

questions is essentially the reason why I feel it advantageous to view

22
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mathemagenic research primarily as a psychological concern-and only-second-
.

arily as an educational one (despite the certain importarice of the latter,

to be sure),

. Mathemagenics, especially under the impetus and continued support

provided by Rothkopf and,his colleagues at Bell Laboratories., hffie done-
much/over the years to increase the educator's interesttin the use of

questions and the instructional researcher's concern for text processing.

These are developments of great importance to instruction. Building on

that, I feel the time is now ripe for a true extension of matEemagenics

to concerns involving pragmatics.,

O

V
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